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Chapter 1

Intro

intro

1.1 Introduction

Currently cardiovascular diseases (CVD) represent the major cause of death in Western countries.
Among CVD, aneurysm of the ascending aorta is one of the most difficult pathology to diagnose;
prone to dissection or even tearing of the wall of the aorta is one of the most deadly aortic disease
mostly because it is almost asymptomatic. Aneurysm is in fact usually silent unless an imaging
study has been performed; thus, true incidence is hard to estimate. Lethal thoracic aortic dis-
sections/ruptures are also often misdiagnosed. Nowadays, many sources of error are encountered
regularly in the clinical practice of aortic care as, for example, an inherent level of resolution of
current imaging technologies and limitations of specific imaging modalities

Elefteriades2010Elefteriades2010
[1]. Critical to decision-

making in aortic surgery is an understanding of when complications (dissection/rupture) occur in
the natural history of unoperated thoracic aortic aneurysms. To know when these complications
occur would permit rational decision-making regarding elective, preemptive surgical intervention.
However, at present, there is no full understanding of the AsAA evolution and there is a long way
to go before getting an established and Most heart surgeons have rudimental means of decision-
making whether to surgically operate on AsAA based on the aneurysm diameter, the threshold
of which is indicated by the ESC (the so-called “maximum diameter criterion”) which is 5.5 cm.
Often in medicine this threshold is a floating value which can decrease or increase depending on
the clinical condition of patients causing uncertainty of terapies.

This work only focusses on the mechanical properties of AsAA and statistically analyse exper-
imental data obtained from uniaxial tensile tests on samples excised from 46 patients.
The final goal of this research is to add data and informations to the literature currently available
in order to further help in developing a rational specific medical treatment of aneurysm based
on proven reasons. Investigating the mechanical properties (thickness of the aneurismal aortic
wall, strain at break, stress at break and maximum Young’s module) of dilated aortic tissue may
help in the prediction of aneurysm complications, especially when the obtained experimental data
are combined with clinical, genetic, and histological information. This work tries to understand
relations between the recorded mechanical quantities from tensile tests and two factors: age and
gender of the patient.

Statistical analysis has been made in order to understand the data; rational methods (ANOVA,
MANOVA etc.) have been used in order to give a standardized method of analysis of aneurysmal
samples; mathematical proof results have been achieved but with all the considerations that have
to be made in a statistical-study environment. This work starts from the clinical and medical point
of view of the problem, continues with the engineering data testing and concludes with statistical
studies and results, trying to give decisive support in the understanding of the ascending aorta
aneurysm behaviour and mechanical properties.
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2 1. Intro

An active collaboration between the IRCSS Policlinico San Matteo of Pavia and an engineering
unit of the Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture of the University of Pavia made this
work possible.



Chapter 2

Ascending aorta

aorta
The aorta is the main vessel which supplies the entire body with fresh oxygenated blood pumped
out of the heart; the ascending aorta (AAo) is one of the first portions of this main vesselaortaitaaortaita
[2](highlighted in fig.

2.1
2.1).

Figure 2.1: Aortic arch
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a0/Aorta_Anatomy.jpg2.1

2.1 Anatomy

• Position and shape
Ascending Aorta (AAo)

aortaengaortaeng
[3] originate from the upper part of the left ventricle (height of the

lower border of the third costal cartilage under the sternum left half) and passes upward

3

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a0/Aorta_Anatomy.jpg
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obliquely then forward and to the right directed towards the heart’s axis where it ends at the
second right costal cartilage (fig.

2.2
2.2). With a curved shape and circa five centimeters long,

the ascending aorta is located six centimeters behind the posterior surface of the sternum.

Figure 2.2: Position of the aorta
http://www.bartleby.com/107/142.html2.2

• Segments
The aorta begins with an aortic root in the aortic annulus and ends at the sinotubular junc-
tion. This particular shape (see fig.

2.3
2.3) is due to the aortic sinuses, three small dilatations

opposite the aortic valve. The sino-tubular junction is the endpoint of the aortic sinuses.
The remainder of the aorta is a tubular structure.

http://www.bartleby.com/107/142.html
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Figure 2.3: Aorta initial tract
http://www.annalscts.com/article/view/1400/20252.3

• Branches
From the ascending aorta only the coronary arteries (fig.

2.4
2.4) emerge and these vessels have

the vital function of carrying blood to the heart.

Figure 2.4: Coronaries
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/coronaryarterybypasssurgery.html2.4

• Relations
The ascending aorta is enveloped by a serous pericardium shared with the pulmonary artery.
The latter, plus the right auricula, cover it at the start (fig.

2.5
2.5). Under the sternum, the

pericardium, the right pleura, margin of the right lung, areolar tissue and part of the thymus
separate the aorta from the bone. The ascending aorta lies on the left of the right atrium,

http://www.annalscts.com/article/view/1400/2025
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/coronaryarterybypasssurgery.html
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on the superior vena cava and the pulmonary artery.

Figure 2.5: Position of the ascending aorta
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Slide2wwww.JPG2.5

2.2 Histology

Endothelium, smooth muscle, elastic elements and connective tissue are the main components that,
arranged in concentric layers (see fig.

2.6
2.6), form the vascular walls. These layers have undergone

characteristic segmental differentiations
histoyalehistoyale
[4] for each type of vessel and they are (in-out order):

1. Tunica intima
This inner layer comprises the endothelium, the adjacent basement membrane which both,
in order, lay on top of the subendothelial connective tissue and the internal elastic lamina.

2. Tunica media
The middle layer is composed of smooth muscle cells, elastic lamellae and includes the ex-
ternal elastic lamina and collagen fibres.

3. Tunica adventitia
The external layer contains connective tissue in which cells like macrophages, fibroblasts and
mast cells are located together with nerves and vessels that supply the vascular wall; the
latter are called vasa vasorum and they supply the outer half of the vessels.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Slide2wwww.JPG
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Figure 2.6: Histology of different vessels
https://internationalgcsebiology.wikispaces.com/Transport+in+humans2.6

2.2.1 Aortic Histology

Arterial layers follow the above-mentioned composition (fig.
2.8
2.8) but they slightly differ (fig.

2.7
2.7).

Figure 2.7: Artery layers
http://www.perryphysicaltherapy.com/arterial.html2.7

Ascending aorta, like all macro-vasculature, can be seen with the naked eye and appears as an
isolated anatomical entity (differentiating itself from microvessels that appear as parts of the tissue

https://internationalgcsebiology.wikispaces.com/Transport+in+humans
http://www.perryphysicaltherapy.com/arterial.html
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they supply, in both structural and functional ways). It belongs to the class of elastic arteries
which is indeed primarily represented by the large vessels emerging from the heart ventricles such
as the descending aorta and the pulmonary artery.

Figure 2.8: Magnification (100x) of a scalloped aortic vessel
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_

0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=72.8

Belonging to the elastic arteries
histoleedshistoleeds
[5], layers of the ascending aorta walls slightly differ from other

arteries such as coronary arteries (muscular arteries) and penicillars (arterioles), in fig.
2.9
2.9 layers

and connotative elements of the aorta.

Figure 2.9: Scalloped aortic vessel with labelled elements
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/blood_vessels_lab/aorta_wall.php2.9

Aortic layers are:

• Tunica intima is made up of an epithelium, which is a single layer of flattened epithelial
cells supported by a layer of elastin enriched with collagen. Fibroblasts and myointimal cells
are also plunged in the epithelium (fig.

2.10
2.10). Myontimal cells accumulate lipid with ageing

leading to a thickening of the intima layer, one of the first signs of atherosclerosis.

http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/blood_vessels_lab/aorta_wall.php
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Figure 2.10: Pinpointed in the picture is the internal elastic lamina which divides intima and
media tunica, below it are clearly visible endothelial cells and above it smooth muscle cells are

present
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_

0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=72.10

• Tunica media with its numerous concentric elastic lamellae interspersed with clusters of
smooth muscle cells (fig.

2.11
2.11) is characteristic of these vessels. Elastin can be identified

with specific stains and all these elastic fibres (also made by fibrillin too) in the media allow
the maintenance of blood pressure through the expansion and contraction of the vessel walls
(Windkessel effect); the heavy presence of this substance gives, the “elastic” adjective to this
group of artery.

Figure 2.11: Pinpointed in the picture above is a muscle cell of the aortic wall
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_

0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=72.11

• Tunica adventitia and its vasa vasorum (fig.
2.12
2.12) network (small vessels that supply the

cells of the aorta) are present in this latter layer and outer part of the media because large
arteries need their own blood supply.

http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
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Figure 2.12: In the picture above a clear image of a vasa vasorum delved into the tunica
adventitia’s connective tissue

http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_
0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=72.12

2.3 Physiology
Apart from being a vessel that distributes oxygenated blood, pumped from the heart to the pe-
ripheral circulatory system, aorta has another very important function. Looking at its position in
the circulatory system (fig.

2.13
2.13), it is the high elasticity which is the main feature of the aortic

arch and of the ascending aorta. Because it is the first to receive blood outflow from the heart
this vessel is designed to conduct the enormous blood pressures generated by the heart without
significant loss to downstream vasculature.

Figure 2.13: Position of AAo in the cardiovascular system
Moini2012Moini2012
[6]2.13

http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
http://medcell.med.yale.edu/histology/virtualSlide.php?slide_name=CB502_Histo_0007&lab_name=blood_vessels_lab&slide_id=7
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Being flexible tubes
Belz1995Belz1995
[7] they expand, while accepting large volumes of blood from the heart

during systole, and rapidly squeeze that blood volume downstream without significant loss of en-
ergy. To do so, elastic arteries must be stretchy and possess incredible recoil, which is achieved
primarily by large bundles of elastin present in their tunica media (up to 40 per cent in the as-
cending portion of the aorta). This distention of these vessel make them working as a buffering
chamber

Bader1983Bader1983
[8]. Changes in the distensibility are caused by ageing and certain pathological conditions

that interfere with the structural nature of the wall, blood flow in the vasa vasorum or a passive
stretching of the aorta for high blood pressures

Stratosetal1992Stratosetal1992
[9].

2.3.1 Windkessel effect

Knowing that the heart pumps blood rhythmically (diastole and systole) to the network (fig.
2.14
2.14)

how does a continuous blood flow come to be?

Figure 2.14: The aorta location in the systole-diastole act http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Blue-baby_syndrome2.14

During systole the blood is pumped out from the left ventricle, under this very high pressure
the ascending aorta dilates (fig.

2.15
2.15) due to its high elasticity.

Figure 2.15: Aorta during systole.2.15

Then diastole makes the aortic valve closing (fig.
2.16
2.16) preventing blood flow. It would not

through the entire vessel system but for the aortic wall, without the previous pressure, slowly
recoiling and then pushing out the previously stored blood in its last expansion.

http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue-baby_syndrome
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue-baby_syndrome
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Figure 2.16: Aorta during diastole.2.16

All this results in a nearly continuous peripheral flow, although the heart pumps non continuously
with its rhythmic contractions: this described mechanism is called Windkessel effect. The Wind-
kessel effect and this important function of the aorta depend on the elasticity of the aortic wall.
With “elastic” is defined any body that can store energy without loss of energy

Gobrecht1974Gobrecht1974
[10]. To explain this

effect in simple “energy” terms it can be said that the kinetic energy of blood ejected at systolic
stroke is stored within the dilated aortic walls as potential energy which is then reconverted into
kinetic for the blood at the diastole with the aortic recoil. With some simplifications it can be
said that the elastic resistance (or elastance or stiffness) describes, indeed, the resistance offered
to the distention of the aorta itself and is a needed quantity to understand aneurysmal aortic
wall mechanical properties this is why its characterising modulus E (Young’s modulus) has been
registered through the tensile tests.

Causes of changing in aortic elastic properties

• Age
Rise of the blood pressure increases the aortic stiffness because when the distending pressure
rises most of the load is borne by the collagenous fibres (less extensible) than the elastin
ones (

Bergel1961Bergel1961
[11],

LearoydandTaylor1966LearoydandTaylor1966
[12],

Bader1967Bader1967
[13],

Bader1983Bader1983
[8],

Simonetal1991Simonetal1991
[14]). The pressure rising is due also to ageing. This age-related

increase in resistance was (among the others) also confirmed by NMR studies
Mohiaddinetal1989Mohiaddinetal1989
[15].

• Gender
Clear dependency of aortic elastic properties on gender has been demonstrated in age groups
from twenty to fifty years old; before and after this age window, respectively the not-yet-
completed sexual development and menopause/climacteric equalize the two groups

Laogunetal1982Laogunetal1982
[16].

• Vascular pathology
Atherosclerosis (

Mohiaddinetal1989Mohiaddinetal1989
[15],

Dartetal1991Dartetal1991
[17]), diabetes mellitus and hypercholesterolemia

Lehmannetal1992cLehmannetal1992c
[18]

Lehmannetal1992dLehmannetal1992d
[19], hypertension

and all congenital syndromes (such as Marfan’s) have a direct influence.

All of this factors participate in the increasing rigidity of the aorta because, from an histological
point of view, a loss of elastic fibres and an increase in collagen tissue

Bader1983Bader1983
[8] change the normal 40

per cent of elastin present in the tunica media.

2.4 Pathologies

The most widespread aortic pathologies are the obstructive and dilative type. In the obstructive
type cholesterol forms plates, coagulations that can thicken till the closure of the lumen. In the
dilative types the aortic wall collapse in various way leading to aneurysm or dissection. Aneurysm
is one of the most striking vascular pathology among all the pathologies of the ascending portion
of the aorta . An abnormal localized dilation of a vasal lumen happens and, as it increases in
size, the risk of rupture grows exponentially. Its definition is clarifying: Aneurysm is a permanent
dilatation (fig.

2.17
2.17) of an artery by partial interruption of its elastic and muscular constituentsGallone1969Gallone1969

[20].
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Figure 2.17: 5 cm ascending aortic aneurysm https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_u6SfPhHyc2.17

Although they can show up in every single blood vessel the most frequent and significant are
the aortic ones that, in breaking, result in being fatal.

A macroscopic classification
Gallone1969Gallone1969
[20] is categorizing aneurysmal dilatations by their shape (fig.2.18

2.18).

Figure 2.18: Various shapes of aneurysm
Gallone1969Gallone1969
[20]2.18

1. Navicular
They can be named as dissecting aneurysms because they are caused by a dissection of tu-
nica layers.

2. Cilindroid
A particular case of extremely long fusiform aneurysms.

3. Fusiform
This type occurs when there is a gradual dilatation of the vascular lumen to which they are
in a direct continuity with their own one. Usually their diameter is 20 cm as a maximum
and normally they appear in the ascending portion of the aortic arch (fig.

2.19
2.19) and in the

abdominal aortic tranche. Being an eccentric dilatation, a portion of the vasal wall results
in being more severely damaged.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_u6SfPhHyc
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4. Saccular
A spherical dilatation with a diameter from 5 cm to 10 cm. The aneurysmal sac is connected
to the lumen of the vessel by a hole of different sizes which can virtually have the same di-
ameter of the dilatation. Usually there is a thrombus partially or fully covering the aneurysm.

5. Cirsoid
Resembling a varix is often caused by trivial trauma.

Figure 2.19: Radio imaging of a fusiform aneurysm in an ascending aorta
http://radiopaedia.org/images/3535282.19

2.4.1 Aetiology and pathogenesis

An aetiologic division of aneurysms can be grouping in two main classes: congenital and acquired,
which can be sub-divided into traumatic, infectious and atherosclerotic.

• congenital
Here are grouped, as well as the aneurysmal malformation already present at birth, the
postnatal aneurysms attributable to congenital weakness of the aortic partition (such as
Marfan’s Syndrome fig.

2.20
2.20).

http://radiopaedia.org/images/353528 
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Figure 2.20: Aneurysm of a 18 yo boy suffering from Marfan’s Syndrome
http://www.intechopen.com/books/aortic-aneurysm-recent-advances/

aortic-aneurysm-in-children-and-adolescents2.20

• acquired

1. Traumatic
Trauma compromising the integrity of the wall vessel can be the trigger cause for a
development of an aneurysmal complex. Examples of these could be contusions, partial
laceration or compression against bony planes. Aneurysm caused by congenital factors
that lead to a higher stress of the wall are grouped in this category, such is an aneurysm
caused by a bicuspid aortic valve (fig.

2.21
2.21) disease where fused cusps create a bicuspid

valve instead of a tricuspid.

Figure 2.21: Bicuspid aortic valve
http://my.clevelandclinic.org/services/heart/disorders/congenital/congenvalve2.21

This anomaly creates an unusual flux(fig.
2.22
2.22) of blood directed straight to the aortic

wall instead of the lumen centre line, this continuous force applied on the wall weakens

http://www.intechopen.com/books/aortic-aneurysm-recent-advances/aortic-aneurysm-in-children-and-adolescents
http://www.intechopen.com/books/aortic-aneurysm-recent-advances/aortic-aneurysm-in-children-and-adolescents
http://my.clevelandclinic.org/services/heart/disorders/congenital/congenvalve
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the latter increasing its probability of aneurysm.

Figure 2.22: Blood flow from an unhealthy, bicuspid valve (on the left and center) and from a
healthy, tricuspid valve (on the right)

http://mathcard.epfl.ch/page-87341-en.html2.22

2. Infectious
Syphilis constitutes the most frequent cause of arteritis in aneurysmic evolution which
is often localized in the ascending portion of the aorta and its arch and this
is why this type of arteritis is called aortitis. Spirochaete arrive in the adventitia (fig.2.23
2.23) through vasa vasorum and begin the periaortitis process, from here the infection
propagates to the media originating a mesoartitis. This is the cause of the occurrence
of an aneurysm because the mesoartitis leads to a gradual destruction of the elastic
lamina.

Figure 2.23: Infected adventitia
http://quizlet.com/23884591/cardio-lab-flash-cards/2.23

This can be “classified” as a destruction of the media layer from the outside. The
micotic aneurysms can be put in juxtaposition to the previously discussed. It begins
with a thrombotic endoartitis because of bacterial implants in the tunica intima which
later propagate in the media. To be taken into account is that aneurysms of non-
bacterial aetiology later become breeding grounds of septic infections. The degenerative
alterations of the tunica intima, very likely to happen in the aneurysmatic walls, favour
thrombotic deposition which predispose to sporozoan haematogenesis.

http://mathcard.epfl.ch/page-87341-en.html
http://quizlet.com/23884591/cardio-lab-flash-cards/
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3. Atherosclerosis
These aneurysms arise as a consequence of necrobiotic processes that lead the atheroma
(fig.

2.24
2.24) from the intima to the media (atheroma is an accumulation of degenerative

material in the tunica intima of artery walls).

Figure 2.24: Stages of atherosclerosis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atherosclerosis2.24

2.4.2 Pathological anatomy

Aetiology clarifies the great variability among anatomic-pathological samples but the main feature
remains the destructive phenomenon of media walls

Gallone1969Gallone1969
[20] which it is going to be described. Aneuris-

mal sac is joined to the contiguous tissues by a dense connective tissue which tends to swallow
the adjacent anatomical structures of the neurovascular bundle. The skeletal parts (the sternum
for cases of aneurysms of the aortic arch) are subject to osteoclastic deterioration until complete
destruction. Circulatory slackening and alteration of the intima contribute to endoaneurysmatic
thrombosis that can delay the growth of the aneurysm but, at the same time, brings about is-
chemic facts and embolism in the peripheral segments. In addition to this regressive alteration,
which degrade and wear thin the vasal wall, fibroblastic and angioblastic activities (attempts of
restoration) have to be taken into account (fig.

2.25
2.25). They are phenomenona of scarring schleroris

among destruction of the elastic tissue and muscular cells, with tokens of capillaries that start from
the network of vasa vasorum. Furthermore there are attempts of elastic neoformation favoured
by endoarteric pressure, and, in particular, by the rhythmic systolic relaxations which conduct a
determinant action for the elastogenesis of the vasal walls regardless of pathological conditions.
Tunica intima also partake in this effort to restore the wall with a proliferation of connective and
endothelial elements.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atherosclerosis
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Figure 2.25: Restoration attempt on an aneurysmal aortic wall.

• a Intima and media lamina torn and shrunken.

• b Conserved external lamina of the tunica media.

• c Neo-formed and thickened tunica intima.

• d Gap formed by a dissection of lamina of the media but already filled with reparative
connectival tissue.

2.25

2.4.3 Aneurysm of the ascending aorta

The portion classified as ascending is the first short tract (5 to 7 cm) which originates from the
semilunar aortic valve of the left ventricle and ends at the beginning of the aortic arch (fig.

2.26
??).

The coronaries originate from the ascending portion of the aorta. The wall of the aorta, being
very elastic, can stretch and then recoil back, as already explained. Because of this, factors shown
above have a more serious effect on the ascending aorta than elsewhere additionally because of
its vital function; it is not being said that there is a scale of danger in aortic aneurysms but the
ascending portion is the one which firstly receives pumped blood from the heart, and the coronary
arteries (of which the function is to oxygenate the heart) have their origin here (fig.

2.26b
2.26b). This

means that a rupture here may cause sudden death by serious haemorrhage or a formed clot could
break off from the aneurysm and block blood flow to the coronaries. Unfortunately most aortic
aneurysms do not cause symptoms except from abdomen, chest or back pain and discomfort that
can all come and go or stay constant.If dissection or even rupture is very likely to happen, surgery
must be done. The ascending portion is excised and substituted (fig.

2.26c
2.26c) by a prosthesis of

which the surgical method and shape may be variable depending on the position of the aneurysm.
These excised portions are what has been studied in this work.
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(a) Sketch of a healthy
ascending aorta2.26a

(b) Sketch of an aneurismal
ascending aorta2.26b

(c) Sketch of an aneurismal
ascending aorta2.26c

Figure 2.26: http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/heart_vascular_institute/conditions_
treatments/treatments/aortic_aneurysm_surgery.html

2.4.4 Surgical procedures
procedures

The standard surgical procedures are on today’s date (
aortasurgery1aortasurgery1
[21],

aortasurgery2aortasurgery2
[22],

aortasurgery3aortasurgery3
[23],

aortasurgery4aortasurgery4
[24])

• Endovascular surgery A catheter is inserted into the bloodstream of which the end is
the place of attachment of a synthetic graft that is going to be expanded and firmly placed
against the wall of the aorta (fig.

2.29
2.27) enforcing the weakened vessel and cutting off the

blood supply to the aneurysm which shrinks with time.

Figure 2.27: A scheme of the insertion of a stent
http://www.texasheart.org/HIC/Topics/Proced/asurg.cfm2.29

• Open surgery A replacement of the damaged portion with an artificial graft (fig.
2.30
2.28),

whose material of composition is DacronTM, sewn with a permanent suture material. For

http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/heart_vascular_institute/conditions_treatments/treatments/aortic_aneurysm_surgery.html
http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/heart_vascular_institute/conditions_treatments/treatments/aortic_aneurysm_surgery.html
http://www.texasheart.org/HIC/Topics/Proced/asurg.cfm
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AsAA, because of its proximity to the aortic valve, the latter can also be repaired or replaced
and incisions such as median sternotomy are used.

Figure 2.28: A scheme of replacement of the aneurismal portion
http://www.aortarepair.com/ascending-aortic-aneurysms.html2.30

http://www.aortarepair.com/ascending-aortic-aneurysms.html


Chapter 3

Tensile tests

exp

Portions excised from surgical procedures such the ones described in
procedures
2.4.4 have been used in

this experiment. On such portions tensile test have been performed. From these, mechanical
properties have been recorded in order to characterise and understand the mechanical behaviour
of aneurysmal ascending aortic tissue.

3.1 Design, data collection and organization

With these steps a standard method and procedure have been created in order to define a process
for uniaxial traction tests of aortic tissues from donors. An established and wide-spread model
could help comparisons of statistical tests and of gained informations. Modus operandi has indeed
an important effect on statistical results.

3.1.1 Preparation and experimental design

In this chapter are described the methods (from the sample preparation to the data organization)
systematically adopted for collecting, preparing and testing specimens of human aneurysm of the
ascending aorta.

• Sample and specimen preparation
Raw materials used for this experiment: excised portions of ascending aorta aneurysm from
22 y.o. to 82 y.o. patients, who underwent AsAA surgery at IRCCS Policlinico San Matteo di
Pavia (IT) between May 2013 and December 2014. Each one has been stored in an isotonic
physiological solution at 4°C until mechanical testing and underwent mechanical fatigue
within 48 hours from the sample collection. Each sample has been divided into Anterior and
Posterior regions (fig.

3.1
3.1).

21
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Figure 3.1: Subdivided regions3.1

Preparation of the single specimens and their mechanical testings have been performed at
the Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture of the University of Pavia. First of all
connective and adipose tissue lying on the aortic wall have been curetted; then bone-shaped
specimens have been cut from both regions.
Each region gave various specimens (whose number depended on each sample size) that have
been cut both in longitudinal and circumferential direction as shown in figure

3.2
3.2.

Figure 3.2: Cut aneurysm3.2

To better quantify and register the mechanical quantities a bone-shaped mould has been
adopted because (fig.

3.3
3.3) the wider extremities ensure a better grip on the load machine and

the thinner central part gives the size standards required for the data harvesting. Specimen
extremities have been pasted with super-adhesive glue to patches of sandpaper (to ensure a
firm clamping of the tensile-test machine pincers) and marked in the middle part with black
lines, the function of which is to gauge mark during the extension measurements.

Figure 3.3: Specimen ready to undergo the test3.3
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• Measured data before tensile test
Before the tensile test the following quantities have been measured: the initial cross-sectional
area A0 (a product between two quantities: w0 the initial width of narrowest section and
t0 the initial mean thickness of the narrowest section), the initial distance between markers
(d0) and the initial distance between the grips l0.

• Mechanical preconditioning of the specimen
To ensure a specimen stabilization, which would have guaranteed repeatable stress-strain
curves, 10 cycles in succession of loading-unloading (fig.

3.4
3.4) have been effectuated at the

same cross-head speed of 10 mm/min with an increasing load from 0.1 N to 0.5 N (frequency
of recording 10 Hz).

Figure 3.4: Representative preconditioning response3.4

3.1.2 Mechanical test machine

In order to perform traction forces on the specimens the MTS Insight Testing Systems 10 kN (MTS
System Corporation) has been used (fig.

3.5
3.5). Although it can be used for other advanced tests,

such as creep, stress relaxation and multi-cycle, it is in its standard performances (peeling, tearing,
compressing, flexing/bending and indeed tensile tests) that had been used in this experiment.
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Figure 3.5: MTS Insight Testing Systems 10 kN (MTS System Corporation)
http://www-2.unipv.it/compmech/mts.html3.5

It is composed of a double-column load frames and a moving solid steel cross head. The
MTS system is equipped with wedge and pneumatic grips for testing hard and soft materials
respectively, so the latter have been chosen (fig.

a
3.6a) for the aortic tissue. A 250 N load cell

(fig.
b
3.6b) anchored to the cross-head detects the applied loads during testing. This was the

appropriate load for this type of experiment instead of the other cell of 10kN. The ME-46 Video
Extensometer (fig.

c
3.6c) measures the specimen deformations referring to the markers.

(a) Soft tissue gripsa (b) E-46 video Extensometerb (c) 250 N load cellc

Figure 3.6: Three details of the MTS machine
http://www-2.unipv.it/compmech/mts.html3.6

Uniaxial tensile tests

Uniaxial tensile tests have been performed on each bone-shaped specimen at the same cross-head
speed of the preconditioning (10mm/min) but this time until rupture of the specimen. Successful
tests are the ones where specimen broke in the area included by the two black markers, unsuccessful
are the those where rupture point fell outside the markers. This is because it would not be

http://www-2.unipv.it/compmech/mts.html
http://www-2.unipv.it/compmech/mts.html
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evaluated by the E-46 Video Extensometer of which the focus is the area enclosed in the marks.

Figure 3.7: Examples of successful and unsuccessful experiments3.7

3.1.3 Data collection
3.1.3

Data processing and curve fitting

The raw and readily available machine-level measured data are the previously mentioned: A0 and
d0; the load applied F and the extension ∆d of the specimen have also been recorded. The latter
two were post-processed with Matlab 7.10.0

MATLAB2010MATLAB2010
[25] and engineering stress (σE) and engineering strain

(εE) have been computed as shown in eq.
I
I :

σE =
F

A0
εE =

∆d

d0
(I) I

True stress(σT ) and true strain (εT ) were computed (
II
II ) with the current cross-sectional area

and distance d instead of their initial equivalent used in the engineering values.

σT =
F

A
εT =

∫ d

d0

δd

d
= ln

d

d0
(II) II

In order to plot the engineering and true strain-stress curves the relation (
III
III ) had to be taken

into consideration, which bonds strain and stress assuming the material incompressibility.

σT = σE(1 + εE) εT = ln(1 + εE) (III) III

According to
Sokolisetal2002Sokolisetal2002
[26] a polynomial function has been used (eq.

IV
IV ) of the 7th order:

σ(ε) = p0 + p1ε+ p2ε
2 + p3ε

3 + p4ε
4 + p5ε

5 + p6ε
6 + p7ε

7 (IV) IV

with p i-th being stress-like coefficients. Curves have been fitted as in fig.
3.8
3.8, from them and

quantities of interest (such as peak strain and peak stress) have been extrapolated.
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Figure 3.8: Engineering and true strain-stress curves3.8

Extrapolation of quantities of interest

Four are the mechanical quantities studied in this analysis:

1. Thickness t of the aneurysmal aortic wall previously measured with a digital caliper.

2. Peak strain εU the maximum strain reached before breakage which is the maximum sus-
tainable deformation before rupture.

3. Peak stress σU the maximum stress reached before breakage which is the maximum sus-
tainable force before rupture.

4. Maximum elastic Young’s modulus EMAX the maximum Young’s module reached be-
fore breakage which is the stiffness of the tissue.

The equation of the last (being as its nature the derivative of the stress-strain curve) had to
be computed from deriving (

V
V ) and then maximizing (

VI
VI ) the eq.(

IV
IV ), in formula:

E(ε) =
dσ

dε
= p1 + 2p2ε

1 + 3p3ε
2 + 4p4ε

3 + 5p5ε
4 + 6p6ε

5 + 7p7ε
6 (V) V

And then
EMAX = maxεEε (VI) VI

Following this the quantities that will undergo statistical analysis have been extrapolated but first
they have to be manipulated and organized.

3.1.4 Data organization
3.1.4

Because of failed rupture in the marked zone or for anomalies in the machine/calculator in the
data recording not all the specimens gave consistent data to the analysis. Therefore patients are
represented in their age, gender (divided into three main classes) categories by single, multiple or
even mean values (depending on the statistical analysis under which they will undergo) for each
studied quantity in each of the four zones (fig.

3.9
3.9) of study (by zone it is meant : location on the

aortic wall and direction.

• Anterior Longitudinal

• Anterior Circumferential

• Posterior Longitudinal
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• Posterior Circumferential

Figure 3.9: Subdivision of the sample3.9

Data tables will be elaborated using R software
R2014R2014
[27] and will look like this example of the mean

data in fig.
3.10
3.10:

Figure 3.10: Legend:

• pat stands for Patient’s Identification Number

• thicknex stands for Thickness.

• strain.break stands for Peak Strain.

• peakstrex stands for Peak Stress.

• modulus stands for Maximum elastic Young’s modulus.

3.10
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Chapter 4

Mathematical tools

maths

4.1 Statistical Methods
The collected and organized data shown in chapter

exp
3 are now ready to undergo statistical analysis

via R software, in this chapter a brief illustration of the statistical methods used in the analysis
and how R performs them (the overall logic) has been presented.

4.1.1 ANOVA
ANOVA or ANalysis Of VAriance is a procedure used to test hypotheses about means in several
population situations. This technique tests the hypothesis that means among two or more groups
are equal, assuming the normal distribution of the sampled populations. It answers the questions:
Is there a difference between groups?
Is there a role played by variables on the studied effect?

Example
The object of the study is the effect of moistness on the rate of growth of lichens. A rate of
growth is calculated before placing n cultures of lichens each in three different greenhouses; each
greenhouse is at a selected level of humidity and after 3 days responses are analysed, in other
words we analyse differences of the rate of growth between before and after being subjected to the
humidity. Humidity is a factor that has been set to certain percentages so, in this example, there
are three levels or settings of the humidity factor.
FACTOR: A factor is an independent treatment variable of which the values are controlled and
varied by the experimenter.
LEVEL: Levels can be quantitative numbers or categorical data.
ANOVA can be differentiated basing on the number of factor partaking in the analysis:

• One way ANOVA The example shown presents only the humidity factor, the analysis of
variance will be called one-way/factor ANOVA.

• Two/Three way ANOVA If levels of nutriments were also administrated to lichens there
would be two factors: Humidity and Nutriment, this would have lead the technique to the
two-way/factor ANOVA. Another factor would, clearly, result in a three-way ANOVA and
so on.

Even if more factors are added to the study (leading to an n-way ANOVA) the subject of testing
still remains the same: hypotheses on the equality of means. Therefore the Null Hypothesis
of ANOVA is formulated: there is no difference in the population means of different levels
of humidity factor (called for simplicity level A). The alternative hypothesis is consequently the
opposite: there is difference between means, they are not equal.

29
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With reference to the two-way ANOVA, calling humidity “factor A” and nutriment “factor B”,
the null hypotheses to be tested are:

• No difference exists in the means of factor A

• No difference exists in the means of factor B

• No interaction exists between factors A and B

Alternative hypothesis are:

• Difference exists in the means of factor A

• Difference exists in the means of factor B

• Interaction exists between factors A and B

One-way ANOVA

The basic concept of this procedure is splitting total variation among data into portions: portion
due to random error and other portions due to changes in the independent variables

anovanistanovanist
[28]. It can

be argued why t-test, in pairs, could not be done; the reason is that, even in the best situation
(independent t-tests) each one makes a mistake with a probability of (1− α)

n. Actually they
are not even independent making situation even more complicated and subjected to error. Fisher
introduced a revolution in statistics with the ANOVA procedure: instead of studying one single
factor in homogeneous groups, many factors are simultaneously studied.

The variance of n samples ( measurements ) is calculated as follows

s2 =

∑n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

n− 1
(1) 1

where

• ȳ
Is the mean of the n samples

•
∑n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

Is the sum of squares of deviations from the mean

• (n− 1)
Are the degrees of freedom

Variance can be rewritten as:

s2 =

∑n
i=1 y

2
i − 1

n (
∑n
i=1 yi)

2

n− 1
(2) 2

where

•
∑n
i=1 y

2
i

Is the raw sum of squares

• 1
n (
∑n
i=1 yi)

2

Is the sum of squares of deviations from the mean

The numerator is what is used in the ANOVA technique, called corrected sum of squares, is
usually referred as SS or SS(Total) and it can be split into two: sum of squares of treatments,
or SST , and sum of squares of error, or SSE .
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SS(Total) = SST + SSE

In formula

k∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(yij − ȳ..)2
=

k∑
i=1

ni (ȳi.− ȳ..)2
+

k∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(yij − ȳi.)2 (3) 3

where:

• k
is the number of treatments

• ȳ..
is the overall mean

• ni
is the number of observation for i-th treatment

• N
is the total number of observations

Treatment A treatment is a specific combination of factor levels, the effect of which is to be
compared with other combinations or, indeed, treatments.

Mathematical model and assumptions The fixed effects model is that which is used
in this statistical test, the existing bond between response, the dependent variable, treatment and
the independent variable, (for the one-way ANOVA) is described by the following formula:

Yij = µ+ τi + εij (4) 4

where:

• Yij
Is the j-th observation ( j = 1, ....ni ) on the i-th treatment (i = 1, ....k levels)

• µ
Is the communal effect or overall mean

• τi
Is the i-th treatment effect

• εij
Is the random error present in each j-th observation of the i-th treatment or the residual
casual factor which is the unexplained variability

Assumption of the fixed effects model

• εij
Errors are assumed to be NID : Normally and Independently Distributed with a null mean
and variance σ2

ε

• µ
Is a fixed parameter and chosen so that:

∑
τi = 0 where i = 1, .....k
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• τi
Are fixed parameters if the levels of treatment are fixed (which is this case of study). As
written above, being the overall mean fixed µ, their sum gives zero.

If the k levels of treatment are chosen at random it would be a random effects model.

Computation of the statistic SST and SSE being, respectively, the total sum of squared
deviations from the overall mean and the total sum of the squared deviations within groups, they
play an important role in the calculation of the used statistic. They are used to compute two
mean squares, for respectively treatments (MST ) and error (MSE), simply dividing them by
the corresponding degrees of freedom (DFT for treatments and DFE for error). N being the total
number of observations degrees of freedom are calculated:

DFT = k − 1

DFE = N − k

So the matching mean squares (under the model hypothesis) are a non-distorted valuation of the
variance and they are calculated as follows:

MST = SST/DFT

MSE = SSE/DFE

Finally the test statistic is computed:

F = MST/MSE

If the null hypothesis of equal means is true, the mean squares estimate the same quantity : namely
the error variance so they should be of approximately equal magnitude (ratio ≈ 1). If the null
hypothesis of equal means is false then MST should be greater than MSE .

Being the statistic F distributed as a Fisher-Snedecor distribution the critical value is decided on
the tabular values of this distribution at the chosen level α and at the degrees of freedom: DFT
and DFE . It must be noticed that this is a unilateral test because the statistic F is always greater
than 1.

ANOVA table shows results as follows:

Source DF SS MS F
Treatments k-1 SST SST/(k-1) MST/MSE

Error N-k SSE SSE/(N-k)

Having calculations done with R
R2014R2014
[27], it outputs an ANOVA table with an additional column

displaying the p-value of the respective computed F statistic.
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Example
Recalling the lichens experiment, differences in the rate of growth from subjecting lichens, coming
from same parents, to three different levels of humidity for a period of 3 days have been measured
on samples of five elements (one sample per each group). So differences have been measured from
an experiment in which each of three treatment was replicated 5 times.

1 Level 2 Level 3 Level
6.9 8.3 8.0
5.4 6.8 10.5
5.8 7.8 8.1
4.6 9.2 6.9
4.0 6.5 9.3

In step the manual procedure is as follows:

1. Computing CM, the Correction for the Mean.

CM =
(
∑3
i=1

∑5
j=1 yij)

2

Ntotal
= (Total of all observations)

2
/Ntotal =

(108.1)
2

15

2. Computing total SS.

SS(Total) =

3∑
i=1

5∑
j=1

y2
ij − CM = 6.92 + ...+ 9.32 − CM = 829.39− 779.041 = 45.439

3. Computing SST.
By doing this the total sum for each treatment has to be calculated

T1 = 6.9 + 5.4 + ...+ 4.0 = 26.7

T2 = 8.3 + 6.8 + ...+ 6.5 = 38.6

T3 = 8.0 + 10.5 + ...+ 9.3 = 42.8

Therefore,

SST =

3∑
i=1

T 2
i

ni
− CM =

26.72

5
+

38.62

5
+

42.82

5
− 779.041 = 27.897

4. Calculate MST, MSE and then their ratioF to finally end the procedure.

MST =
SST

k − 1
=

27.897

2
= 13.949

MST =
SSE

N − k
=

17.452

12
= 13.949

F =
MST

MSE
= 9.59

5. Draw the ANOVA table.
Source DF SS MS F

Treatments 2 27.897 13.949 9.59
Error 12 17.452 1.454

F value is 9.59, with the commonly-used 0.05 value of threshold (or previously termed α) and
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degrees of freedom, looking at the F distribution table a 3.89 is showed in correspondence of these
three elements ( α, DFT, DFI). Being the test statistic much larger than the value seen in the
table, the null hypothesis can be rejected and statistically conclude that there is a difference among
the population means. The p-value for 9.59 (reviewing F-table) is of 0.00325, so the conclusion is
significant at that level.

IMPORTANT: It has statistically been proven that there is a difference among the three means
but it is not known, at this point, whether the three means are all dissimilar or which of the three
is the different one and by how much it is different.

Two-way ANOVA

Approaching the two-way ANOVA the definition of a factorial experiment is needed:
An experiment utilizing all the combinations of factor levels as treatments.

In a two-way ANOVA, two factors (A and B) with, respectively, a and b levels, have to be
taken into account while forming the general model of the effects:

Yij = µ+ τi + βj + γij + εijk (5) 5

for
i = 1, 2, ..., a− 1, a
j = 1, 2, ..., b− 1, b
k = 1, 2, ...r − 1, r
where:

• Yij
Is the j-th observation ( j=1,....ni ) on the i-th treatment (i=1,....k levels).

• µ
Is the communal effect.

• τi
Is the i-th level of factor A.

• βj
Is the j-th level of factorB.

• γij
Is the interaction between the i-th level of A and the j-th level of B.

• εijk
Is the error.

With A and B as fixed factors the model is a fixed-effects model and the factorial experiment
has an equal number of observations per treatment combination then the total sum of squares is
as follows (AB represents the interaction between the two factors):

SS(Total) = SS(A) + SS(B) + SS(AB) + SSE

where

• SS(A) = rb
∑a
i=1(ȳi..− ȳ...)2

• SS(B) = ra
∑b
j=1( ¯y.j .− ȳ...)2
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• SS(AB) = r
∑b
j=1

∑a
i=1( ¯yij .− ȳi..− ȳ.j .+ ȳ...)2

• SSE =
∑r
k=1

∑b
j=1

∑a
i=1(yijk − ȳij.)2

• SS(Total) =
∑r
k=1

∑b
j=1

∑a
i=1(yijk − ȳ...)2

The ANOVA table develops itself into:

Source SS DF MS
Factor A SS(A) (a-1) SS(A)/(a-1)
Factor B SS(B) (b-1) SS(B)/(b-1)
Interaction SS(AB) (a-1)(b-1) SS(AB)/((a-1)(b-1))

Error SSE (N-ab) SSE/(N-ab)
anova_table

Testing the null hypothesis (previously described):

• No difference exists in the means of factor A.

• No difference exists in the means of factor B.

• No interaction exists between factors A and B.

The F statistics (three, one for each) will be computed as for the one-way ANOVA dividing
each Mean Square ( MS(A), MS(B), MS(AB) ) for the the Mean Square of the error (MSE).
All of the calculated statistics are still distributed as a Fisher-Snedecor distribution. The critical
value to compare them with is, again, decided on the tabular values of this distribution at the
chosen level α and at their respective degrees of freedom. It remains a unilateral test because the
statistics is always greater than 1.

Observations

More factors?
Increasing factors rarely help into making Mean Squares more significant. They certainly diminish
the error deviance but degrees of freedoms are diminished too so higher values of ratios (calcu-
lated as F statistics) are requested to be significant. So a factor has to be added only if it
explains an important part of the variability. Only a posteriori this can be valued with
the E.R, “relative efficiency ratio”, of which the meaning is: "to obtain the same power in the
two methods (the one with more factors and the one with less factors) in the second method are
needed E.R.-times data with the first method."

How to quantify the treatment effect?
To quantify the effect an index is used, the coefficient of determination R2 which can be:

• A non corrected one (with no degrees of freedom taking part in the calculus),which is simply
a ratio between the explained deviance and the total deviance computed as:

R2 =
SSexp
SStot

=
SSreg/n

SStot/n
(6) 6

• A corrected one (with degrees of freedom playing a role) computed as:

R̄2 = 1− SSexp/dfe
SStot/dftot

(7) 7
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Assumptions that have to be verified in order to have credible results of the ANOVA are:

1. Independence of the samples.

2. Normality of the data distribution.

3. Homoscedasticity.

While the independence of samples has a practical effect on the collection of data the last two
conditions have to be verified with statistical tools, they can vary in difficulty and empirism, from
plots to statistical tests and in this work tests co-assisted by plots it had been selected. Many
tests are available, for reasons of exposition only, the ones used in this work are going to be shown
in detail.

4.1.2 Shapiro-Wilk’s test

The Shapiro-Wilk’s test
shapiroshapiro
[29] tests the null hypothesis that the samples came from a normal

distribution. This means that if p− value 6 0.05, then the null hypothesis that the samples came
from a normal distribution would have been rejected. To check whether a sample x1, ..., xn came
from a normally distributed population Shapiro-Wilk’s uses the statistic W computed as shown
in the eq. (

8
8):

W =
(
∑n
i=1 aixi)

2∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)2

(8) 8

where:

• x(i) Is the i-th order statistic,i.e.,the i-th smallest number in the sample

• x̄ = (x1 + ...+ xn)/n Is actually the sample mean

• ai Are constants calculated as:

(a1, ...an) =
mTV −1

(mTV −1V −1m)1/2

where m = (m1, ...,mn)T is the transposed vector of expected values of the order statistics of
independent and identically distributed random variables sampled from the standard normal
distribution and V is the covariance matrix of those order statistics.

Normality tests like Shapiro’s test are null hypotheses tests AGAINST the assumption of nor-
mality so, virtually, they are no value to the data analyst. When the sample size is small, even
large departures from normality are not detected, and when sample size is large, even the smallest
deviation from normality will lead to a rejected null: so it is about compromising. It would be
much better if one tested the NULL hypothesis that the samples do not come from a Normal
distribution, even if the side-effect of this hypothesis testing is that this rare chance does happen
very rarely. It must be remembered that rejecting a NULL hypothesis is not the same as accepting
the alternative hypothesis. It may be also questioned why not using the well-known Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for testing normality, unfortunately this R function is not suited to test deviation
from normality; it can only be used only to compare different distributions.
Other tests could also have been used too but, following a research paper

Razalietal2011Razalietal2011
[30] conclusions about

best power for a given significance (in order: Shapiro-Wilk, Anderson-Darling, Lilliefors and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests), it has been decided to use the most powerful the Shapiro-Wilk’s
test (see Appendix

7.1.2
7.1.2 for results) assisted by quantile-quantile plots.
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4.1.3 Levene’s test
4.1.3

Levene’s test is used to test if k samples have equal variances
levenenistlevenenist
[31], or, using an adjective, ho-

moscedastic. ANOVA assumes that variances are equal across groups or samples so the Levene’s
test is used to verify that assumption. Being an alternative to Bartlett’s test it has been chosen
because of its minor sensitivity to departures from normality.
Even if the Shapiro-Wilk’s test gave strong evidence of samples coming from a normal distribution
(Bartlett’s test has better performance with this condition) it has been chosen to adopt the Levene
test because of the different numerounous among samples.
The test statistic W, is defined as follows:

W =
(N − k)

∑k
i=1Ni(Zi. − Z..)2

(k − 1)
∑k
i=1

∑Ni

j=1(Zij − Zi.)2
(9) 9

where

• W Is the result of the test

• k Is the number of different groups to which the sampled cases belong to

• N Is the total nuber of cases in all groups

• Ni Is the number of cases in the i-th group

• Yij Is the value of the measured variable for the j-th case from the i-th group

Zij =

{∣∣Yij − Ȳi.∣∣ , Ȳi. is the mean of the i− th group∣∣∣Yij − Ỹi.∣∣∣ , Ỹi. is a median of the i− th group

• Zi. = 1
Ni

Are the group means of the Zij

• Z.. = 1
N

∑k
i=1

∑Ni

j=1 Zij Is the overall mean of the Zij

The three choices for defining Zij determine the robustness and power of Levene’s test or, in
other words: the ability of the test to not falsely detect unequal variances when the underlying
data are not normally distributed and the variables are in fact equal (robustness), the ability of
the test to detect unequal variances when the variances are in fact unequal (power).
Levene’s originally only proposed the use of the mean when Brown and Forsythe

BrownForsythe1974BrownForsythe1974
[32] extended to

use either the median or the trimmed mean in addition to the mean. Using the mean provided
the best power for symmetric, moderate-tailed, distributions.
In this study it has been chosen the mean because of the normality assurance given by the Shapiro-
Wilk’s previously tested upon data samples and the moderate-tailed observed distributions (see
Appendix

7.1.1
7.1.1 and Appendix

7.1.2
7.1.2).

The significance of W is tested against F (α, k − 1, N − k) where F is a quantile of the F-test
distribution, with k − 1 and N − k its degrees of freedom, α is the chosen level of significance of
0.05.
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Even if ANOVA testing can be sufficient in leading to conclusions another extesion of the
Analysis of Variance test can be rather helpful.

4.1.4 MANOVA
4.1.4

To understand MANOVA its name can help, in fact theMultiple ANalysis OF VAriance already
shows how MANOVA can be seen as a Multiple ANOVA without great differences. It is always bet-
ter to recall the basis and the simple problems to develop a good understanding of this procedure,
so from the very simplest problem:

1. T-test
Its purpose is to understand if two means for two groups are taken from the same sampling
distribution of means.

2. ANOVA
Is the T-test correspondant, except that the two means, of which origins are to be studied,
are from two or more groups.

3. Hotelling’s T 2

A multivariate T-test, of which calculus tests whether two vectors of means for two groups
are sampled from the same sampling distribution of means.

4. MANOVA
It can be defined as an extension of Hotelling’s T 2

MANOVA: tests whether two or more vectors of means for two or more groups are sampled
from the same (multivariate) sampling distribution of means

Gregory2011Gregory2011
[33]. MANOVA should be primarily

used to test several correlated dependent variables with a single, overall, statistical test. It also
should be used to understand how independent variables influence response on the dependent
ones. MANOVA, like ANOVA, tells if the mean vectors for several groups differ but does NOT
tell which variables are causing this difference. To understand MANOVA, a path from ANOVA
and recalls of its procedures and principles will be followed.
Example:

The lichens example will be used again to approach practically the theoretical problems and con-
cepts.
The outcome measured variables will be: softness, width and thickness. High values of them all
indicate good environmental conditions. The experiment is still the same: a factorial 2x2 design
with humidity and nutriments as respectively, first and second factor. Each one has only two
levels: high and low. Having equal number of lichens in all four conditions it is assumed, for
simplicity, to be a balanced design.
Data example:

Lichen Humidity Nutriments Softness (Pascal) Width(Inches) Thickness (Inches)
1 low HIGH 2 2 0.1
2 HIGH low 3 1 0.1
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
n ... ... ... ... ...

As previously stated, an univariate ANOVA on each measure contains five effects: Communal
effect, humidity effect, mean nutriments effect, interactive effect of both factors and error:

Yij = µ+ τi + βj + γij + εijk
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MANOVA contains the same. At first sight, MANOVA seems to have all ANOVA’s properties
and this is completely true. Difference lies in the fact that ANOVA works on a (1x1) mean vector
for each group while MANOVA computes with a (px1) vector for any group (where p, being the
dependent variables, is three in the lichen’s example).

Recalling the fact that ANOVA partitions variance into a part due to error (err) and a part
due to the factors (H,N) then their interaction(H*N), in this example can be written as follows:

V artot = V arH + V arN + V arH∗N + V arerr

MANOVA, in a multivariate enviroment, partitions a (p x p) covariance matrix in the exact same
way: a part due to error, a part due to factors (one per each) and a part due to their interaction;
same formula but with a matrix notation.

Vartot = VarH + VarN + VarH∗N + Varerr

In the example all the covariance matrices will be a (3x3).

Matrix structure For example the structure of the covariance matrix of error is displayed,others
follow this:

Varerr=


Softness Width Thickness

Softness Ve1 cov(e1, e2) cov(e1, e3)
Width cov(e2, e1) Ve2 cov(e2, e3)
Thickness cov(e3, e1) cov(e3, e2) Ve3


Varerr

Diagonal elements, the error variances,have the same meaning of the ANOVA’s ones: an average
variability within groups. The error variance can be seen as the mean squares within groups
doing a univariate ANOVA for one factor, indeed Ve1is the very number as in the corresponding
univariate analysis. Off diagonals elements, on the contrary, can be seen as covariance within
groups that, referring for example to the cov(e1, e3) inform if lichens within a group that have
high values of width also tend to have high values of thickness. In fact covariance can be scaled
to correlation and ease the interpretation.
The line of reasoning is by now clear so the others matrices are quickly analysed:

VarH

As each one has its analogue in the univariate ANOVA, this matrix has the correspondent vari-
ance in Softness due to Humidity, the same as the one calculated from the an univariate ANOVA
of the Softness, in its first diagonal element. In its second diagonal element Width variance is the
same as the one calculated from an univariate ANOVA. In its third diagonal element Thickness
variance, again, the same as the one that could have been calculated from an univariate ANOVA.

VarH∗N

As previously reasoned it can be said that, for example, the third diagonal element is the variance
of Thickness as calculated from an univariate ANOVA.
Off diagonals elements of this matrices, having understood the reasoning, have to be interpreted
as between group variances. So cov(1, 2) in the V arH tells whether the Humidity group with
the highest mean on the Softness score has the highest on the Width. Again, cov(2, 3) =
cov(Width, Thickness) in the V arH∗N matrix informs whether groups having high average records
on Width also tend to have high average Thickness records.
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Recalling ANOVA To better understand MANOVA a quick review of ANOVA is needed for
later make conceptual bridges between their respective quantities and reasoning.
It has already been said that ANOVA analyzes the variance therefore it tries to obtain two differ-
ent estimates of population variance:
First one is a variance-within-groups based variance.
Second one is a variance-of-the-groups-means based variance.

Example:
Four independent groups, equal sizes n, only a single variable has been studied and therefore
measured.
Null hypothesis: equal means between groups, that in other words can be written as “all the
measures have been sampled from a single normal distribution of mean µ and variance σ2.”
So expected values of means and variances of all groups should be the ones of the sampling normal
distribution hypothesized above (greek letters). Being samples, each one will have its own mean
and variance (latin letters).

Null hypothesis enviroment


1 2 3 4

Observed mean X̄1 X̄2 X̄3 X̄4

Expected mean µ µ µ µ
Observed variance s2

1 s2
2 s2

3 s2
4

Expected variance σ2 σ2 σ2 σ2


• Working on sample variances:

A first estimation of σ2 derived from samples can be found as a mathematical mean of sample
variances, as simple as it is:

σ̂2
s2 =

s2
1 + s2

2 + s2
3 + s2

4

4
(10) 10

This quantity is none other than the previously discussedMSE (mean squares within groups)
being both of them, a non-distorted valuation of the variance derived from observed vari-
ances.

• Working on sample means:
The central limit theorem assure us that data normally distributed with mean µ and variance
σ2 have the sampling distribution of means normal and characterized by mean µ and variance
σ2

n ( being n sample size): in this manner (X̄1, X̄2, X̄3, X̄4) are distributed.
Showing that a second estimation of σ2 can be computed. Treating the observed means as
raw scores, calculation of their overall mean and their variance is been made and then the
latter has been multiplied by n extrapolating this:

σ̂2
X̄ = n

∑4
i=1(x̄i − x̄)2

4− 1
(11) 11

This quantity is another estimation of σ2 based on means and is no less than the already-
discussed MST, the represent the same quantity: mean squares between groups.

Now two quantities, from different sources, estimate σ2.
Following the logic of a simple ANOVA, by doing a ratio with these variances is expected a value
≈1.

E

(
σ̂2
x̄

σ̂2
s2

)
≈ 1 (12) 12

It is simple to generalize for m groups (substituting m to 4) and easy is to recognise in this ratio
the F statistic expected under the Null hypothesis.
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Alternative hypothesis enviroment

Consideration must be given to the same computations but in the alternative hypothesis envi-
roment. Alternative hypothesis states that (at least) one of the four groups does not come from
the same normal distribution as others one. To ease calculations it is assumed that all groups
come from different normal distribution with different means (µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4) but same variance σ2

.

Because of the equality of variance in (
10
10) the MSE calculated is still valid but not the MST.

Considering that MST has to be extrapolated from the same formula, which now has different
values for variables, it is still expected a similar value therefore it appears as follows:

E

(
σ̂2
x̄

σ̂2
s2

)
= nσ2

µ − σ̂2
X̄ (13) 13

So it has to be expected that an F statistics computed is as follows:

E (F ) =
nσ2

µ + σ̂2
x̄

σ̂2
s2

=
nσ2

µ

σ̂2
s2

+
σ̂2
x̄

σ̂2
s2
≈
nσ2

µ

σ̂2
s2

+ 1 (14) 14

This quantity will always be greater than 1 and this is WHY the larger the F statistic, the
more unlikely the null hypothesis is going to be accepted (in other words, the more likely is false).

Approaching MANOVA All the quantities and concepts just expressed have to be adapted
to vectors, matrices and to a multivariate environment therefore the following example has three
dependent variables.
Null hypothesis assumes here that values on the three variables for each of the four groups have
been sampled from a trivariate normal distribution of which mean vector is:

µ =

µ1

µ2

µ3


And covariance matrix is

Σ =

 σ2
1 ρ12σ1σ2 ρ13σ1σ3

ρ12σ1σ2 σ2
2 ρ23σ2σ3

ρ13σ1σ3 ρ23σ2σ3 σ2
3



Null hypothesis enviroment

Again, the table for observed and expected statistics for a one-way MANOVA.


1 2 3 4

Observed mean X̄1 X̄2 X̄3 X̄4

Expected mean µ µ µ µ
Observed variance S1 S2 S3 S4

Expected variance Σ Σ Σ Σ


Resemblance is clearly shown, the only difference in the two tables is the notation, the latter
one is, obviously, a matrical notation.
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• Working on sample variances:
First estimation of Σ derived from samples can be found as a mathematical mean of sample
variances, this time calculating an average observed covariance matrix:

Σ̂w =
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4

4
(15) 15

Still, same equations as (
10
10) but different notation.

Still, same significance, a not-distorted valuation of the variance derived from observed
variances: a matrical MSE (mean squares within groups).

• Working on sample means:
As before, for the null hypothesis and theorem of central limit means are sampled from a
trivariate normal distribution with µ vector of means and covariance matrix Σ/n.
The same procedure as before, treating means as raw data their covariance matrix is calcu-
lated and then multiplied by n resulting in:

X̄11 X̄12 X̄13

X̄21 X̄22 X̄23

X̄31 X̄32 X̄33

X̄41 X̄42 X̄44

where:

• X̄ij is the mean for the i-th group on the j-th variable

Calculating the sums of squares and cross products matrix (SSCPX̄) the estimation of Σ is:

Σ̂b = n
SSCPX̄

4− 1
(16) 16

Still, same equations as (
11
11) but different notation.

Still, same significance, another estimation of the variance based on means: a matrical MST (mean
squares between groups).
Again two different estimates of Σ have been computed from different sources.

Following the logic of an ANOVA production of ratio is compulsory with these covariance-variance
matrices, under the null hypothesis is expected a value ≈1, more precisely is expected an Identity
matrix:

E
(
Σ̂bΣ̂−1

w

)
= I (17) 17

Identical to (
12
12) but in matrix notation.

Alternative hypothesis environment
Once more is assumed that each group has been sampled from a multivariate normal distribution
with equal covariance matrix Σ. In this way (

15
15) is still a correct estimate of Σ but because for

the alternative hypothesis at least one group has been sampled from a normal distribution with
different mean vector the estimates of variance matrix from means has to be changed in the same
way it had been done for the univariate situation previously described. The covariance matrix
for the observed mean vectors Σ̂b will be formed, in order, by the covariance due to true mean
differences Σµ and the covariance matrix for sampling error Σ

n :

Σ̂b = nΣµ + Σ (18) 18
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Is getting clear that (
18
18) will be the same as (

13
13) but in matrix notation.

So, the “F” statistic is expected to be:

E
(
Σ̂bΣ̂−1

)
= (nΣµ + Σ) Σ−1 = nΣµΣ + ΣΣ−1 = nΣµΣ + I (19) 19

As usual it has same meaning of the (
14
14). As shown before, this expectation will always be

greater than 1 because, as it has been done before, the sampling error has been included in the
computation.
Before approaching hypothesis testing in MANOVA the last “translation” into the “multivariate
lexicon” left is the F value, being:
H the hypothesis sums of squares and cross products matrix, multivariate equivalent of SST
E the error sums of squares and cross product matrix, multivariate equivalent of SSE
A is the multivariate equivalent of the F statistic, a matrix multiplied for the ratio between the
respective domains of freedom DFE/DFT .

A = HE−1

Because most of the statistical programs uses A as a simplified statistic.

Hypothesis testing in MANOVA

Each one of these tests work on A and, being really difficult calculations, some of the methods
give an exact F ratio while others give an approximation of it.
with
λi the i-th eigenvalue of A
q the number of dependent variables

• Pillai’s trace
The most powerful and robust to violation of hypothesis such as: decreasing sample sizes,
unequal cell sizes and violated homoscedasticity.

Pillai′s trace = trace
[
H (H + E)

−1
]

=

q∑
i=1

λi
1 + λi

(20) 20

• Hotelling-Lawley’s trace
Works on differences over all the characteristic roots.

Hotelling − Lawley′s trace = trace (A) = trace
(
HE−1

)
=

q∑
i=1

λi (21) 21

• Wilk’s lambda Λ
he most commonly used, considers differences over all the characteristic roots, the smaller it
is the larger is the between-groups variability. This is why, only for big samples, the quantity
1− Λ (being biased is dangerous to use it for small samples) can be used as the proportion
of variance in the dependent variables explained by the model effect.

Wilk′s lambda = Λ =
|E|

|H + E|
=

q∏
i=1

1

1 + λi
(22) 22

• Roy’s largest root
An upper bound for the F statistic, highly sensitive to violated assumptions.

Roys′ largest root = max (λi) (23) 23
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(
20
20) and (

23
23) results are later translated into F statistic (because of the more availability of

already-printed tables), by statistical packages, to test the null hypothesis. If generated F statis-
tics differ among the four methods Pillai’s trace is the reference and Roy’s largest root can help
being used as the lower bound estimate of the probability of F.

Assumptions in MANOVA

The assumptions required
manovamanova
[34] for the MANOVA procedure are various and sufficiently complex

and therefore difficult to meet.

1. Sample size

• Each cell must have more elements than the number of dependent variables.

• Larger samples are used,more robust the method gets to violations of assumptions.

2. Normality

• MANOVA is rather robust to violation of normality but 20-30 samples per cell assures
better results.

• Testing univariate normality is not a guarantor of normality but it does help with it.

• Testing multivariate normality with Mahalanobis’ distance will add proofs to this as-
sumption.

3. Outliers

• Checking for outliers is needed because of the very sensitivity of MANOVA to it and
their impact on Type I error (both, univariate or multivariate check).

• Attention has to be paid on deleting outliers, they might be an unusual combination of
the variables but still a correct one.

• MANOVA, however, can tolerate few outliers but if there are too many of them they
can be deleted or the variables involved can be transformed.

4. Linearity

• Linear relationship among all pairs of dependent variables.

• This can be detected via scatterplots and bivariate correlations .

5. Homogeneity of regression

• Important only if stepdown analysis is being used (variables are arranged in descending
order of importance).

• Covariates have to have a homogeneous regression effect (equal effect on the dependent
variables across the groups).

6. Multicollinearity and singularity

• Better situation is when dependent variables are only moderated correlated.

• If correlations are low running a separate ANOVA gives better results.
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• If correlations are high (0.7∼0.9), redundant dependent variables decrease statistical
efficiency so it is advisable to remove the most correlated pairs of variables.

7. 7.Homogeneity of variance-covariance matrix (homoscedasticity)

• Whether there are equal sample sizes for each cell MANOVA is fairly robust to this.

• It can be tested with an F test from Box’s M statistics but attention to the violation
of multivariate normality for large sample sizes, towards which is very sensitive.

8. 8.Homogeneity of error variances

• Levene’s test can be used to test this assumption.

• If this is not respected it should be used a more conservative critical level for determining
significance for that variable in the univariate F -test.

So, after all this, why using MANOVA instead of ANOVA?

Pro...

• Tests several effects from independent variables and outcomes with just a single analysis.

• Uses convergence (operationally defined discrete variables cannot capture the conceptual
variable of interest).

• More powerful test of significance than univariate tests and interpretative advantages over
a series of univariate ANOVA.

• Reduced Type I error than a series of univariate ANOVA.

...and con

• Each effect evaluated for significance uses different discriminant functions (a one factor may
influence a combination of variables completely different from the combination affected from
the other factor or the interaction between the two factors).

• There are a lot of assumptions which are difficult to assess and meet.

4.1.5 R and ANOVA procedure
4.1.5

How does R computes and approach the ANOVA procedure?
A clarification is needed in order to understand the set of problems which the data analysis (shown
later in this report) has gone and the reasons of certain choices.
If not working on mean values this study has unbalanced data; therefore it is needed to explain
the different ways to calculate the Sum of Square of ANOVA:Type I, II, III sum of squares (SS ).
This study has two factors Gender and Age (call G and A) and so an interaction effect (call GA).
The different types of models can be written as follows:
- SS(A,G,AG) : full model
- SS(A,G) : model without interaction
- SS(G,AG) : model that does not count the effects of A
etc...
The influence of factors and interactions can be tested also examining doing F-tests between the
possible models and understand the differences between them.Using the statistical notation of "|"
= "or" and "," = "and" the incremental sums of squares are defined:
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SS(AG|A,G) = SS(A,G,AG)− SS(A,G)
SS(A|AG,AG) = SS(A,G,AG)− SS(G,AG)
SS(G|A,AG) = SS(A,G,AG)− SS(A,AG)
SS(A|G) = SS(A,G)− SS(G)
SS(G|A) = SS(A,G)− SS(A)
For example:
SS(AG|A,G) is the sum of squares for interaction after the main effects".
SS(A|G) is the sum of squares for the maine ffect A after the G effect ignoring interactions.

The differences among the various types of Sums of Squares depend
RanovaRanova
[35] on the stage of mod-

elling reduction:

• Type I

– SS(A) only for the A(ge) factor.

– SS(G|A) factor G(ender) after factor A(ge)

– SS(AG|G,A) factor interaction AG after factor G(ender) and factor A(ge)

It tests, in order: the main factor A(ge), the main effect of G(ender) after the ef-
fect of A(ge) and at last the interaction AG after the main effects. Because of this
sequential nature in an unbalanced set of data different results will be given depending
which effect is considered the main one. This approach tests for a difference in the
weighted marginal means therefore results do depend on sample sizes; it tests the first
factor without controlling the other one

ZahnZahn
[36] and this is not the usual aim of a two-way

ANOVA.

• Type II

– SS(A|G) for factor A(ge)

– SS(G|A) for factor G(ender)

It tests each main effect after the other one without assuming any significant inter-
action and if this is tested being true this type is more powerful than Type III.

• Type III

– SS(A|G,AG) for factor A(ge)

– SS(G|A,AG) for factor G(ender)

It tests each main effect after the other one and interaction therefore is better than
Type II if there is significant interaction.Normally, if there is significant interaction, it
is not of interest to understand main effects and they should not be studied because of
misleading results.

If data is balanced all of these three types are equivalent.
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To sum up

• With unbalanced data studying one factor while controlling the others is done with Type II
or III SS.

• Type II is more powerful than Type III if there is no interaction.

• If there is interaction Type II becomes less appropriate while Type III results more powerful
BUT main effects remain still rare interpretable because of the interaction presence.
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Chapter 5

Results

results

5.1 Introduction
Statistical tools described in chapter

maths
4 have been applied to the tensile test results and in this

chapter relevant results of the analysis are presented. The four zones described in
3.1.4
3.1.4 have been

treated as separated entities. In each of them four mechanical quantities (cited in
3.1.3
3.1.3) have

been analysed as independent variables. Because of the reasons described in
4.1.5
4.1.5 the analysis is

divided in:

• Two-way ANOVA without interaction

• Factorial two-way ANOVA with interaction

All of this tests worked on such a subdivision of quantities and factors; for each region are consid-
ered the following quantities:

• Thickness

• Strain at break (Peak strain)

• Peak stress

• Modulus (Maximum elastic Young’s modulus)

and for each data are considered the following factors:

• Gender

– Males: m

– Females: f

• Age

– youngs : y From 20 y.o. to 40 y.o.

– middle-aged: m From 40 y.o. to 60 y.o.

– elderly: e From 60 y.o. to 80 y.o. or more

The latter subdivision of age classes and their range has been mathematically decided by the
criterion:

range =
max−min

k
(1)

where

• k is the number of wanted classes

49
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• max min is the maximum and minimum age in the dataset

Then range of age classes is: range = 83−22
3 ≈ 20 .

The age factor and Gender factor combines as follows:

e m y
M Me Mm My
F Fe Fm Fy

Note One-way ANOVAs have not been used because the two factors might interact and this will
not be recognized by the test. E.g. a quantity could be represented only by males in a specific
age class. Therefore, the results could be due to the gender factor (being male) instead of the age
factor (belonging to that class).

5.2 Two-way ANOVA without interaction

Because some patients were represented by multiple values while others by single ones, mean val-
ues have been calculated for each one, in each zone, because of the heterogeneity of the quantity.
This operation alters the variance of data. By doing this the variability within each subject will
not be analysed and interaction between factors will not be included.

5.2.1 Visual analysis

A first impression of the plots of quantities for each zone have been plotted using mean data:

• Q-q plots:
In order to have informations on the data distribution, q-q plots have been graphed using
mean data.
Only the following graphs show the quantities that mostly differ from a normal distribution
(even if the differences still remain not too heavy) while the others (see Appendix

7.1.1
7.1.1)

did not highlight any particular deviation from normality. Shapiro-Wilk’s test will later
reject/accept this assertion.

– Anterior Circumferential
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(a) Thickness slightly deviates from a normal
distribution on the tails.qq_ac_thickres

(b) Strain at break slightly deviates from a normal
distribution on the tails.qq_ac_strainres

(c) Peak stress slightly deviates from a normal
distribution on the tails.qq_ac_peakres

Figure 5.1: q-q plots of interest of the Anterior zone Circumferential direction

– Anterior Longitudinal
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(a) Thickness slightly deviates from a normal
distribution on the tails.qq_al_thickres

(b) Strain at break slightly deviates from a normal
distribution on the tails.qq_al_strainres

Figure 5.2: q-q plots of interest of the Anterior zone Longitudinal direction

– Posterior Circumferential

(a) Modulus slightly deviates from a normal
distribution on the tails and on the centre of the

distribution.qq_pc_modulusres

(b) Only peak stress slightly deviates from a normal
distribution expecially on the tails of the

distribution.qq_pc_peakres

Figure 5.3: q-q plots of interest of the Posterior zone Circumferential direction

– Posterior Longitudinal
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Figure 5.4: Modulus slightly deviates from a normal distribution on the tails and on the centre
of the distribution, but there being very few samples, it can be considered not very significant.qq_pl_modulusres

• Box and whiskers plots:
Each quantity of the four zones has been plotted into two box-plots, one for each factor.
The aim is to have a first idea of which factor could have a visible effect, later ANOVA tests
will justify/reject these effects.
Here are graphed only box-plots that showed certain trends of particular quantities in the
zones while for all the others (see Appendix

7.2.1
7.2.1 for full list) no specific trends have been

shown.

– Anterior Longitudinal

∗ Age Highlighted trend in:
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(a) Peak stress among elderly middle-aged and
young patientshighboxAL_peak

(b) Strain at break among elderly middle-aged and
young patientshighboxAL_strain

Figure 5.5: Highlighted trends in AL zone5.5

∗ Gender No trend nor large differences were noticed.

– Anterior Circumferential

∗ Age
Highlighted trend in:

(a) Peak stress among elderly middle-aged and
young patientshighboxAC_peak

(b) Strain at break among elderly middle-aged and
young patientsshighboxAC_strain

Figure 5.6: Highlighted trends in AC zone5.6

∗ Gender No trend nor large differences were noticed.

– Posterior Circumferential
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∗ Age
Highlighted trend in:

(a) Strain at break among elderly middle-aged and
young patientshighboxPC_strain

(b) Thickness among elderly middle-aged and
young patientshighboxPC_thick

Figure 5.7: Highlighted trends in PC zone5.7

∗ Gender No trend nor large differences were noticed.
– Posterior Longitudinal

No particular trends were noticed for Posterior Longitudinal samples nor between
gender classer nor between age classes.

After this graphical and empiric analysis it has been noticed that:

• all of the quantities sampled show a normal-like distribution without any great deviations
from normality; with Shapiro-Wilk’s test it will be given other reasons for this assumption.

• some quantities show a trend between age classes suggesting an influence of the last on
them. Nothing showed regarding gender factor. ANOVA tests will provide, or not, justifi-
cation/evidence to it.

5.2.2 Testing ANOVA assumptions
In order to proceed with ANOVA, the assumptions of Normality and Homoscedasticity of the data
have to be tested with respectively, a Shapiro-Wilk’s test and Levene’s test (results at Appendix7.1.2
7.1.2 and

7.1.3
7.1.3). The threshold level α is of 0.05 and it has been chosen a conservative approach.

Shapiro-Wilk’s results Some test did not accept the null hypothesis at first but, after they
have been log-transformed, all the samples accepted their null hypothesis of coming from a Normal
distribution (see Appendix

7.1.2
7.1.2). The log-transformation is common in statistics because the log-

arithm function does not alter the data distributions, it helps indeed in reducing outliers influence.

Levene’s test All tests accepted the null hypothesis of being homoscedastic. Except being
made for the AL strain at break between age classes but, after a logarithmic transformation, it too
resulted in being homoscedatic (see Appendix

7.1.3
7.1.3). As Zij (see section

4.1.3
4.1.3) the mathematical

mean has been chosen because mean provides the best power for symmetric, moderate-tailed,
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distributions such the observed ones.

With these test results and the previous graphical and empiric analysis it can be said that samples
have the prerequisites to undergo ANOVA testing.

5.2.3 Two-way ANOVA without interaction between factors

Each quantity for each zone has been tested with a two-way ANOVA without including the in-
teraction of age:gender factor. The threshold level α is of 0.05. However, it has not always been
taken a conservative decision for p-values over the threshold level. Some of the null hypothesis
have been refused even for p-values slightly over the 0.05 threshold, as boxplots and the other
method results suggested. R gave in output ANOVA tables, the following gives an example of
both significant (age) and non significant (gender) effect (for all the ANOVA tables see Appendix7.3.1
7.3.1, for ANOVA output plots see Appendix

7.2.2
7.2.2).

Figure 5.8: ANOVA’s results on strain at break from Anterior zone Longitudinal orientation5.8

• Anterior Longitudinal

– Thickness: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Modulus: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Peak stress: only age seem to have statistical significant effect.

– Strain at break: only age seem to have statistical significant effect.
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Figure 5.9: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.9

• Anterior Circumferential

– Thickness: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Modulus: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Peak stress: only age seem to have statistical significant effect.

– Strain at break: only age seem to have statistical significant effect.
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Figure 5.10: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.10

• Posterior Longitudinal

– Thickness: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Modulus: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Peak stress: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Strain at break: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.
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Figure 5.11: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.11

• Posterior Circumferential

– Thickness: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Modulus: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Peak stress: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.

– Strain at break: gender and age seem to have no statistical significant effect.
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Figure 5.12: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.12

Summary

Box-plots with their trends, ANOVA tables with their p-value seem to statistically confirm the
effect of age on the strain at break and peak stress of the Anterior Circumferential and Anterior
Longitudinal aneurysmal aortic wall.

Note Strain at break of the PC zone have a slightly higher p-value than the chosen threshold
α = 0.05. Because the corresponding box-plot showed a significant trend we can assume (with a
bigger uncertainty than the other results) that age could have an effect on this quantity even if
the ANOVA threshold was exceeded.

5.3 Two-way factorial ANOVA-like testing with interaction

As already said this experiment has an unbalanced designed and the R-software
R2014R2014
[27] cannot do a

two-way unbalanced factorial ANOVA. Therefore, the following approach is not a classic ANOVA.
The aim is to understand if the interaction factor (age-gender) has a significant effect or not
on data. This approach will evaluate (via F-test) if the linear model will explain data better
with or without the: interaction, age and gender effects. If "no", it would be assumed that
the tested factor does not play a role on the quantities. If "yes", it would be assumed as an
influencing factor on the studied quantities. No means are calculated this time and patients
are represented by different numbers of data. Therefore, the big numerous data is being used.
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Unfortunately this approach does not take into account the non-independence of data. In this
way the main condition of independent samples results violated and this makes the test losing
most of its reliability; nonetheless when its results correspond to the conclusions of the two-way
ANOVA without interaction it will be used as support for the latter one.
Because of this violation a conservative decision has been made: refusing the null hypothesis (there
is not an effect) only and if only the p-value is < 0.05. Here are reported summarizing tables of
the obtained results. In the example below the output table from R from the test on the Posterior
Longitudinal peak stress where has been noticed effect of the interaction age-gender (see Appendix7.4.2
7.4.2 for the complete list of output results from R).

Figure 5.13: Results on peak stress from Posterior zone Longitudinal orientation5.13

• Anterior Circumferential

– Thickness: Interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, no effect of the main factors.

– Modulus: No interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, there is no effect of the age factor whereas the gender factor gave
opposite result.

– Peak stress: No interaction age-gender effect is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, there is effect of the age factor whereas the gender factor gave
opposite result.

– Strain at break: No interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the
without-interaction ANOVA, there is effect of the age factor but not of the gender
factor.
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Figure 5.14: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.14

• Anterior Longitudinal

– Thickness: No interaction effect age-gender is detected and, contrary to the without-
interaction ANOVA, is shown an effect of the age factor.

– Modulus: No interaction and main factors effects have been found, it matches with the
results of the without-interaction ANOVA.

– Peak stress: No interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, there is effect of the age factor but not of the gender factor.

– Strain at break: No interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the
without-interaction ANOVA, there is effect of the age factor but not of the gender
factor.
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Figure 5.15: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.15

• Posterior Circumferential

– Thickness: No interaction and main factors effects have been found, it matches with
the results of the without-interaction ANOVA.

– Modulus: No interaction effect has been found and main factors influences match with
the results of the without-interaction ANOVA.

– Peak stress: Interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, no effects of the main factors are identified.

– Strain at break: No interaction effect age-gender is detected and for the age factor a
p-value of circa 0.12 supports the without-interaction ANOVA.
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Figure 5.16: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.16

• Posterior Longitudinal

– Thickness: No interaction and main factors effects have been found, it matches with
the results of the without-interaction ANOVA.

– Modulus: Interaction effect age-gender is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, no effects of the main factors are identified

– Peak stress: Interaction effect age:gender is detected and, according to the without-
interaction ANOVA, no effects of the main factors are identified.

– Strain at break: No interaction and main factors effects have been found, it matches
with the results of the without-interaction ANOVA.
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Figure 5.17: Summary table of p-values: in red p-values showing the effect, in black p-value
showing no effect5.17

5.4 Comparisons

In the following tables results are summarized and compared; they help in understanding the in-
formations gained from various tests. The priority given to each result is: the procedure violating
the less important condition gives the most accurate results. Therefore, the final conclusions will
be taken with the two-way ANOVA without interaction (which does not violate any condition),
directed by box plots and supported (only and if only according) by the two-way with interaction
ANOVA-like testing (which violates the independence of samples). Red p-values are the significant
ones that show the presence of effects (N.B. "without interaction" wins over the "with interac-
tion"); red arrows are for contrasting results while blue is for according results.
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Figure 5.18: Anterior zone Circumferential orientation6.1

Figure 5.19: Anterior zone Longitudinal orientationfinal_table_ac
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Figure 5.20: Posterior zone Circumferential orientation6.3

Figure 5.21: Posterior zone Longitudinal orientation6.4
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Observation The analysed quantities are correlated (see
3.1.3
3.1.3) so a MANOVA procedure, if

responding to the assumptions (see
4.1.4
4.1.4), would be an enhanced tool of analysis.

In this study, being the experiment unbalanced and not previously designed, the ratio effort-
results was not worth the possible outcomes. A suggestion for a future study would be designing
the uniaxial tension tests in order to operate with MANOVA instead of many ANOVAs.
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Conclusions

Ascending Aortic Aneurysm, AsAA, currently remains one of the most difficult cardiovascular
disease to diagnose; especially their dangerous degeneration like dissection or rupture are often
clinically mispredicted. Through statistical analysis of mechanical quantities of aneurysmal tissue,
this study had enhanced the knowledge on factors (age and gender of the patient) that could have
had an impact on such complications. Thanks to collaboration with the IRCSS Policlinico San
Matteo of Pavia 46 samples of ascending aortic aneurysm, coming from just as many patients,
have undergone experimental testing. Mechanical data from samples of aneurysmal ascending
aortic wall have been elaborated in order to understand the effects of gender and age on their
mechanical properties. These have been obtained via uniaxial tensile tests that have been per-
formed on various specimens obtained from each one of the four subdivision (zone and direction of
cut) of samples (Anterior Longitudinal, Anterior Circumferential, Posterior Longitudinal, Poste-
rior Circumferential). The studied characteristics are: thickness of the wall, maximum achievable
stiffness of the tissue (maximum Young’s modulus EMAX), maximal sustainable force (peak stress
before rupture σU ) and maximum sustainable deformation (strain at break εU ). Firstly graphical
analysis have been performed (q-q plots and box-plots) then two two-way ANOVA procedures
analysed effects of factors, respectively, with or without their interaction.

With graphical analysis and statistical tools it can be shown that, on average, the stress and
strain measured on the Anterior wall of the AsAA are influenced mostly by age. These quantities
(strain and stress reached before breakage) are those which appear to differ in the age classes, in
both directions (Circumferential and Longitudinal) of the Anterior arterial wall. The low p-values
of the strain at break in the Posterior Longitudinal wall (see fig.

6.3
5.20) and its plot (see fig.

highboxPC_strain
5.7a)

also suggest an influence of ageing.
Therefore, age plays a role in the change of these AsAA mechanical properties, where the quan-
tities decrease as age increases, as seen in boxplots (see fig.

5.5
5.5-

5.6
5.6-

5.7
5.7).

Relevant effects of the gender factor were not shown in any of the four quantities from any zone;
neither by plots nor by most of the statistical tests.
The influence of the interaction effect (age:gender) has been noticed by F-tests (carried out be-
tween linear models including or not the factor) only on: thickness of the AC wall of the aorta,
peak stress of the PC vasal wall, modulus and peak stress of the PL zone of the aortic wall.
Thence this work shows that, regardless gender, rupture of the aneurysmal wall, especially on the
anterior zone, is most likely to happen in elderly patients because of the shown effect of age on
the maximal force sustainable (peak stress) and the maximum deformation before rupture (strain
at break).

To add histological speculations to these results, it can be said that the mean collagen propor-
tions usually decrease in aortic aneurysms due to collagenolysis (a loss of collagen components)deFigueiredoBorgesetal2008deFigueiredoBorgesetal2008
[37]. Furthermore, Dobrin

Dobrin1989Dobrin1989
[38] shows how elastolysis (a loss of elastin components) leads to

aneurysmal-like dilation. These losses in the aneurysmal tissue could directly interfere with re-
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spectively, stress and strain. Whereas researches
Hosodaetal1984Hosodaetal1984
[39] shows no significant age-dependent changes

of collagen and elastin in healthy aorta arteries. Because of the probable connection between the
studied mechanical quantities and the aneurysmal condition of collagen and elastin, this work
could also have suggested that age-dependent changes of the above-mentioned proteins happen in
AsAA, if histological analysis would have been performed too.
This shows how much a future development with histological information is needed in order to
better understand the connection between mechanical and histological aneurysmal properties. Age
and gender are a priori known factors that do not need invasive measurements, likewise are ge-
netic information or co-morbidities presence. All those factors that can be verified without heavily
invasive procedures will help in unifying the mechanical properties and the histo-biological char-
acteristics. The latter can easily be inspected non-invasively and this will help in reaching the
ambitious, final goal of a minimal invasive diagnosis of AsAA via, for example, medical imaging
or genetic studies.
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Appendix

graphs

Here are collected all the graphs and tables used in the statistical analysis.

7.1 Preliminary graphs and tables from test on ANOVA as-
sumptions on mean data

7.1.1 Quantile-Quantile Plots of the averaged data

7.1.1

• Anterior Circumferential
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(a) Thicknessqq_ac_thick (b) Strain at breakqq_ac_strain

(c) Peak stressqq_ac_peak (d) Modulusqq_ac_modulus

Figure 7.1: QQplots of AC quantitiesqq_ac
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• Anterior Longitudinal

(a) Thicknessqq_al_thick (b) Strain at breakqq_al_strain

(c) Peak stressqq_al_peak (d) Modulusqq_al_modulus

Figure 7.2: QQplots of AL quantitiesqq_al
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• Posterior Circumferential

(a) Thicknessqq_pc_thick (b) Strain at breakqq_pc_strain

(c) Peak stressqq_pc_peak (d) Modulusqq_pc_modulus

Figure 7.3: QQplots of PC quantitiesqq_pc
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• Posterior Longitudinal

(a) Thicknessqq_pl_thick (b) Strain at breakqq_pl_strain

(c) Peak stressqq_pl_peak (d) Modulusqq_pl_modulus

Figure 7.4: QQplots of PL quantitiesqq_pl
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7.1.2 Shapiro-Wilks’ tests results
7.1.2

• Anterior Circumferential

(a) Shapiro’s resultsAC_shap

(b) Shapiro’s results after a log-transformationAC_shap_log
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• Anterior Longitudinal

(a) Shapiro’s resultsAL_shap

(b) Shapiro’s results after a log-transformationAL_shap_log
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• Posterior Circumferential

(a) Shapiro’s resultsPC_shap

(b) Shapiro’s results after a log-transformationPC_shap_log
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• Posterior Longitudinal

(a) Shapiro’s resultsPL_shap

(b) Shapiro’s results after a log-transformationPL_shap_log
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7.1.3 Levene’s tests results
7.1.3

• Anterior Circumferential

(a) Levene for age classesAC_lev_age

(b) Levene for gender classesAC_lev_sex

Figure 7.9: AC Levene’s resultslev_AC
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• Anterior Longitudinal

(a) Levene for age classesAL_lev_age

(b) Levene for gender classesAL_lev_sex

Figure 7.10: AL Levene’s resultslev_AL
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• Posterior Circumferential

(a) Levene for age classesPC_lev_age

(b) Levene for gender classesPC_lev_sex

Figure 7.11: PC Levene’s resultslev_PC
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• Posterior Longitudinal

(a) Levene for age classesPL_lev_age

(b) Levene for gender classesPL_lev_sex

Figure 7.12: PL Levene’s resultslev_PL

Here is the Anterior Longitudinal strain at break for age classes tested after a log transformation

AL_lev_age_log
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7.2 Box-plots and two-way ANOVA plots on mean data

7.2.1 Box-plots
7.2.1

• Anterior Circumferential

Figure 7.13: Thicknessbox_ac_thick

Figure 7.14: Strain at breakbox_ac_strain

Figure 7.15: Peak stressbox_ac_peak
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Figure 7.16: Modulusbox_ac_modulus

• Anterior Longitudinal

Figure 7.17: Thicknessbox_al_thick

Figure 7.18: Strain at breakbox_al_strain
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Figure 7.19: Peak stressbox_al_peak

Figure 7.20: Modulusbox_al_modulus

• Posterior Circumferential

Figure 7.21: Thicknessbox_pc_thick
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Figure 7.22: Strain at breakbox_pc_strain

Figure 7.23: Peak stressbox_pc_peak

Figure 7.24: Modulusbox_pc_modulus

• Posterior Longitudinal
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Figure 7.25: Thicknessbox_pl_thick

Figure 7.26: Strain at breakbox_pl_strain

Figure 7.27: Peak stressbox_pl_peak
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Figure 7.28: Modulusbox_pl_modulus

7.2.2 Two-way ANOVA without interaction plots
7.2.2

Anova plot output from tests on mean data.

• Anterior Circumferential

Figure 7.29: Thicknessanova_ac_thick
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Figure 7.30: Strain at breakanova_ac_strain

Figure 7.31: Peak stressanova_ac_peak
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Figure 7.32: Modulusanova_ac_modulus

• Anterior Longitudinal

Figure 7.33: Thicknessanova_al_thick
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Figure 7.34: Strain at breakanova_al_strain

Figure 7.35: Peak stressanova_al_peak
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Figure 7.36: Modulusanova_al_modulus

• Posterior Circumferential

Figure 7.37: Thicknessanova_pc_thick
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Figure 7.38: Strain at breakanova_pc_strain

Figure 7.39: Peak stressanova_pc_peak
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Figure 7.40: Modulusanova_pc_modulus

• Posterior Longitudinal

Figure 7.41: Thicknessanova_pl_thick
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Figure 7.42: Strain at breakanova_pl_strain

Figure 7.43: Peak stressanova_pl_peak
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Figure 7.44: Modulusanova_pl_modulus
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7.3 ANOVA tables

Anova tables in output from R.

7.3.1 Two-way ANOVA tables without interaction on mean data

7.3.1

• Anterior Circumferential

Figure 7.45: ANOVA’s results on quantities from Anterior Circumferential zoneAC_anova

• Anterior Longitudinal
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Figure 7.46: ANOVA’s results on quantities from Anterior Longitudinal zoneAL_anova

• Posterior Circumferential

Figure 7.47: ANOVA’s results on quantities from Posterior Circumferential zonePC_anova

• Posterior Longitudinal
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Figure 7.48: ANOVA’s results on quantities from Posterior Longitudinal zonePL_anova
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7.4 Two-way factorial ANOVA on unbalanced data

Here are present boxplots of all the measured data (no means) and results from R procedure for
a two-way ANOVA on unbalanced data.

7.4.1 Boxplots on all data (no mean data)
7.4.1

This boxplots are plotted from the entire set of data, they should not be taken into account
as a primal source of information about trends because they are not including the correlations
between data that exists for measures of the same patient; however they have been plotted during
computations for completeness.

• Anterior Circumferential

Figure 7.49: Thicknessbox_ac_thick_ripit

Figure 7.50: Strain at breakbox_ac_strain_ripit
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Figure 7.51: Peak stressbox_ac_peak_ripit_ripit

Figure 7.52: Modulusbox_ac_modulus_ripit

• Anterior Longitudinal

Figure 7.53: Thicknessbox_al_thick_ripit
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Figure 7.54: Strain at breakbox_al_strain_ripit

Figure 7.55: Peak stressbox_al_peak_ripit

Figure 7.56: Modulusbox_al_modulus_ripit

• Posterior Circumferential
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Figure 7.57: Thicknessbox_pc_thick_ripit

Figure 7.58: Strain at breakbox_pc_strain_ripit

Figure 7.59: Peak stressbox_pc_peak_ripit
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Figure 7.60: Modulusbox_pc_modulus_ripit

• Posterior Longitudinal

Figure 7.61: Thicknessbox_pl_thick_ripit

Figure 7.62: Strain at breakbox_pl_strain_ripit
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Figure 7.63: Peak stressbox_pl_peak_ripit

Figure 7.64: Modulusbox_pl_modulus_ripit
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7.4.2 Results of a two-way ANOVA-like analysis with interaction
7.4.2

Here are not present proper ANOVA tables because of the different procedure in R
R2014R2014
[27] followed.

However, being an equivalent method, p-values of F-tests are present.

• Anterior Circumferential

(a) ThicknessAC_anova_ripit_thick (b) ModulusAC_anova_ripit_mod

(c) Peak stressAC_anova_ripit_peak
(d) Strain at breakAC_anova_ripit_strain

Figure 7.65: Results on quantities from Anterior Circumferential zoneAC_anova_ripit
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• Anterior Longitudinal

(a) ThicknessAL_anova_ripit_thick
(b) ModulusAL_anova_ripit_mod

(c) Peak stressAL_anova_ripit_peak (d) Strain at breakAL_anova_ripit_strain

Figure 7.66: Results on quantities from Anterior Longitudinal zoneAL_anova_ripit
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• Posterior Circumferential

(a) ThicknessPC_anova_ripit_thick (b) ModulusPC_anova_ripit_mod

(c) Peak stressPC_anova_ripit_peak (d) Strain at breakPC_anova_ripit_strain

Figure 7.67: Results on quantities from Posterior Circumferential zonePC_anova_ripit
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• Posterior Longitudinal

(a) ThicknessPL_anova_ripit_thick
(b) ModulusPL_anova_ripit_mod

(c) PeakstressPL_anova_ripit_peak (d) Strain at breakPL_anova_ripit_strain

Figure 7.68: Results on quantities from Posterior Longitudinal zonePL_anova_ripit
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